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FACE-TO-FACE CLASSES ONLY When you Teach, Submit this TOP PART

Teaching Extra Credit
You will teach from a ThingToBring link to be supplied. NOTIFY the instructor on the day
you teach. You will not receive a reminder nor grade if you do not teach on your assigned date.
Read, study, make notes, think of examples of all vocabulary words and concepts, discuss
and be ready to answer questions from the class or instructor. Speak LOUDLY.
If you use presentation software, bring on a flashdrive AND upload it to the cloud to
retrieve it as a backup. Use large fonts. Do not read from your Powerpoint. Do not spend much
much time on media/images or interesting but irrelevant points. Do not play videos or
recordings. Get close to your audience and SPEAK LOUDLY! Students who try to retrieve
presentations from the cloud often get delayed from 2-step verifications.
DO NOT RETRIEVE YOUR PRESENTATION FROM THE INTERNET!
DO NOT READ FROM YOUR POWERPOINT!
DO NOT MUMBLE!
Teach for 10 min.
Your grade depends on your ability to teach the content to the class, in a way that students
easily understand. Make your presentation loud, clear, and interesting. You will not receive a
grade for merely reading from the chapter. If you want an above average grade, deliver an
above-average performance.
There is not much instruction for this assignment. Just 10 min. You have much flexibility in your
research, content and delivery. Make it scholarly and interesting!
Warning! Ensure that you choose correctly from Economics OR Sociology below.
To reserve your extra credit choice see the link for your class on professormike.info
Submit your Hill email address to see the choices - no obligation.
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10-minute Teaching Topics 2019
Reserve on ThingToBring.com
Economics Assignments
Date
Abbreviation
4-Sep
Explain reversed S&D axes - Price & Qty
11-Sep

How immigrants affect local econ

18-Sep

Explain Taylor Swift Economics of Music

25-Sep

Bio/Theories of Famous Economist

25-Sep

Analysis of the poor of local zip code

25-Sep
2-Oct

Career in Econ-what's it take?
Analysis of the poor of local zip code

Description - 2019 Economics Classes Only
Explain why axes (Price & Qty) supply & demand are reversed.
Http://professormike.info/pdf/marshall.pdf
How do immigrants affect the Burleson economy?
Explain Taylor Swift & the Economics of Music;
hbr.org/2014/11/taylor-swift-and-the-economics-of-music-asa-service
Teach the Biography & Theories of a famous economist.
Comprehensively analyze the needy in a local zip code. Use
census; city-data.com; city offices; or interviews.
What does it take to go into a career in Economics?
Comprehensively analyze the needy in a local zip code. Use
census; city-data.com; city offices; and/or interviews.

2-Oct

Ways to get Fed and local welfare

9-Oct

Interview an Econ/Financial professional

9-Oct
9-Oct

Bio/Theories of Famous Economist
Visit FW Bureau of Engraving

16-Oct

Interview an Econ/Financial professional

Explain 5 Federal and 5 local ways to get welfare or economic
help (and eligibility).
Interview a Economist or financial Pro. What problems do they
deal with? What prepared them?
Teach the Biography & Theories of a famous economist.
Tell about your visit to Bureau of Engraving.
moneyfactory.gov/fortworthtxtours.html
Interview a Economist or financial Pro. What problems do they
deal with? What prepared them?

23-Oct Immigrants teach about your home economy Immigrants only! Teach about your original country's
economy.
30-Oct

What's Behavioral Econ?

6-Nov

Explain USdebtClock.org

6-Nov

Interesting facts about Income Tax

13-Nov

Interview undocumented

What is Behavioral Economics?
Describe usDebtclock.org Sell this! What are its key features?
Teach interesting facts about the Federal Income Tax.
Interview an undocumented or DACA immigrant about life and
career.

20-Nov Immigrants teach about your home economy Immigrants only! Teach about your original country's
economy.
2-Dec

What is Marxist economics?
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Why is Marxist economics so controversial? What is it
basically?
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Sociology Assignments
18-Sep
Muslim
9-Oct

Beauty as Status

9-Oct

Local Needy

9-Oct

Welfare

9-Oct

Local Needy

Interview a Muslim about religion basics & discrimination.
Teach webster.pdf "Beauty as Status."
Comprehensively analyze the needy in a local zip code. Use census; city-data.com; city
offices; or interviews.
Explain 5 Federal and 5 local ways to get welfare or economic help (and eligibility).
Comprehensively analyze the needy in a local zip code. Use census; city-data.com; city
offices; or interviews.

9-Oct Private School Grad Interview someone who graduated from an $$$ private K12 school and is more
prepared for college, and explain why.
23-Oct

BLM

23-Oct

DACA/Undoc

23-Oct

White Nationalist

23-Oct

Toni Morrison

30-Oct

#MeToo

Teach what #MeToo movement is about with Powerpoint. Include rival perspectives.

30-Oct

Baby it's...

Discuss the controversy about the song "Baby it's cold outside" & what issues it raises.

13-Nov

Marxist Econ
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Teach the history of "BLM" the issues & the problematic "All lives matter" response. Cite
sources.
Interview an undocumented or DACA immigrant about life and career.
Interview a White Nationalist
Teach what Beloved is all about. First talk about Toni Morrison.

Why is Marxist economics so controversial? What is it basically?
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